
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

ORGENTEC Diagnostika GmbH is a leading player in the market of in-vitro diagnostics specialties.  
Our strength is autoimmune and infectious disease diagnostics with our own automation and a growing 
family of instruments. Starting out in 1988, ORGENTEC has built a reputation and tradition of bringing 
new products to the market. The company is successfully growing with a global network of distribution 
partners, supporting medical laboratories in more than 100 countries all over the world.  

Our team of 130 colleagues in Mainz needs you to work with us to grow our global business in the 
position of: 

 

Systems Application Engineer (f/m/d) 

to start immediately. 

 

The Systems Applications Engineer provides frontend support to users, making sure that the product is 
usable for them, and is easy to navigate. 

The primary task of an individual working at this position is to implement software and engineering 
modules as well as systems for testing and measurement. In addition, the incumbent plays an 
important role in the development of these systems.   

Since this is a highly technical post, it is imperative that the people who are aspiring to work at it 
possess academic strength, experience, and technical skills. 

 

Requirements: 

 A degree in an engineering discipline is essential if you want to do this work. 

 Apart from this, you should possess exceptional knowledge of the application of complex 
configurable software and hardware applications. 

 Besides, it is crucial to be hands-on with working on integrated systems, involving computer-
based controls and instrumentation. 

 Doing with highly technical work, the systems application engineer is required to have 
experience in software and systems integration, to amalgamate the two to optimize work 
processes. 

 Working as a systems application engineer is challenging on many levels. You will collaborate 
with people from different areas, and you will make sure that every process that you are 
working with is done in an outstanding manner. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Responsibilities: 

 Consult with users to determine hardware, software, and system functional specifications. 
 Design and develop automated systems, and control computer systems based on user and 

design specifications. 
 Manage and execute projects that involve the deployment of real-world environments, and 

define and manage work packages. 
 Develop product documentation for use by customers implementing software and system 

products. 
 Assist in the specification of product definition and requirements in collaboration with 

research and development personnel. 
 Design demonstrations and reference platforms, and identify key problem areas, focusing on 

resolving them on an immediate basis. 
 Create and implement customer application collaterals including application notes, and white 

papers. 
 Define new processes for competitive analysis and testing purposes. 
 Analyze systems and define products. 
 Advise marketing teams on product requirements and differentiating features. 
 Provide technical support to design teams through processes such as data collection and 

optimization of settings. 
 General user-focused documentation including data sheets, programming guides, application 

notes, and customer presentations. 
 Complete data reviews and compile compliance reports, ensuring that limits are tested, and 

correlating reports are generated. 
 
 

Requirements: 

 At least Bachelor’s engineering degree or equivalent experience 
 At least 5 years of experience in the field 
 Fluent in German and English, further languages advantageous 
 Experience working directly with suppliers  
 Software development experience is advantageous 
 Good understanding of validation methodologies 
 Ability to evaluate system specifications and requirements for completeness and testability 
 Willingness to travel 
 Good computer skills, including MS Office 

 
Look forward to a global employer and an attractive salary. Are you interested? Then send us your 
application in German or English today, stating your salary expectations and the possible starting date 
to bewerbung@orgentec.com 
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